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Abstract

We suggest an algorithm with the asymptotically best behavior

among currently known algorithms for the problems enumerated in

the title� when the number of alternations k is ��n
�
�
���� where n is

the number of states and � � � � �
� � The best previously known

algorithm �Browne� Clarke� Jha� Long � Marrero ���	� runs in time

O�k��n�pnk� and uses approximately the same space� For comparison�
our algorithm for k 
 n �the most di�cult case� runs in time O�n� �
��������k� and uses a small polynomial space�

We also show� for the �rst time� that there is a subexponential

randomized algorithms for the problem when k 
 ��n
�
�
���� It was an

open problem as to whether such algorithms exist at all�

� Parity Games

Our de�nition follows �Emerson � Jutla ����� Emerson� Jutla � Sistla ������
In particular� to stress the relationship with automata� we partition game
graph vertices into states S and transitions T � Following the tradition� we
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count complexity in terms of the numbers of states n 	 jSj and alternations
k� equal to the number of colors partitioning the set of states minus one�

De�nition ��� �Parity Games� A parity game �PG for short� in other
terminology� a parity tree automaton� PTA� is a ��tuple

A 	 �S� T� E� s�� F �� ���

where�

�� S is a set of states� in which Player � selects a move�

	� T is a set of transitions� in which Player 	 selects a move�


� E � S�T �T �S is a set of directed edges� such that every v � S �T
has an outgoing edge �i�e�� the graph is bi
partite with no sinks��

�� s� � S is the initial state�

�� F 	 �F�� F�� � � � � Fk��� Fk� is the winning condition to be explained
shortly� where Fi� called colors� form a partition� of S� �

Notational Convention� In the sequel we will always denote n 	 nS 	
jSj� nT 	 jT j� ni 	 jFij� and mi 	 ni � �� �

Winner in a PG� A PG starts from the initial vertex and Players �� �
alternate moves by selecting outgoing edges and moving a pebble along those
edges� Player � wins the PG ��� if she has a selection� of exactly one outgoing
edge from each state in S such that independently of the choices made by
Player � �of outgoing edges leaving transitions in T � the maximal index of
the color visited by the pebble in�nitely often is even� Symmetrically� Player
� wins if he has a choice of exactly one outgoing edge from each transition T
such that independently of the choices made by Player � the maximal index
of the color visited by the pebble in�nitely often is odd�

Emerson � Jutla ������ Thm �� Cor ��� proved that in any PG either
Player � or Player � wins �the so
called memoryless determinacy�� Conse

quently� by restricting attention to positional or stationary strategies we do

�Partitioning assumption does not lead to the loss of generality�
�Such selections will further be called stationary� positional� or memoryless strategies�
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not lose generality� Emerson et al� ������ Thm ��� ��� ��� proved that
the problem Parity Games �who wins a given PG�� is inter
reducible� by
linearly bounded polynomial reductions� with the so
called Mu�Calculus

Model Checking� and that both problems belong to the complexity class
NP�coNP� It is an embarrassing open problem as to whether both problems
belong to PTIME� The best currently known algorithm �Browne et al� �����
takes exponential time and space O�k� � n�pn�k�� No subexponential algo

rithms were known for the problem� and we report the �rst randomized such
algorithm� although an indirect one� in Section ��

� Mean Payo� Games

Our decision algorithm will be based on the �optimal� reduction of PGs to
the so
called Mean Payoff Games� studied by Ehrenfeucht � Myciel

ski ������� Gurvich� Karzanov � Khachiyan ������� and Zwick � Paterson
������� By �optimality� of the reduction we mean assigning the smallest
possible weights in reduction� which is crucial for the decision e�ciency of
Mean Payoff Games� The idea of reduction is due to Jurdzi�nski �������
but the big weights he used made the overall algorithm impractical� always
worse than other known algorithms for the problem�

De�nition ��� �Mean Payo� Games� A mean payo� game �MPG for
short� is a �tuple�

G 	 �S� T� E� s�� w�W �� ���

where�

�� S� T � E� s� are the same as in PGs �see De�nition �����

	� W � ��


� w � S � f�W� � � � � �� � � � �Wg is an integer�valued weighting function
on states� �

Value of the MPG� Starting from the initial state s� Players � and �
alternate moves of a pebble along edges they select in turn� Any in�nite
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play determines a sequence of visited states s�� s�� s�� � � � � Player � tries to
maximize

v� 	 lim
n��

inf
�

n

nX
i��

w�si��

whereas Player � tries to minimize

v� 	 lim
n��

sup
�

n

nX
i��

w�si��

Ehrenfeucht � Mycielski ������ and Gurvich et al� ������ proved that any
MPG has a value v such that Player � has an optimal strategy guaranteeing
her v� � v and Player � has an optimal strategy guaranteeing him v� 	 v�
Moreover� both players always have stationary �positional� memoryless� such
strategies� in which every move depends only on the current vertex from
which the player has to move�

Mean Payoff Games is the following decision problem� given an MPG
and a number v� whether the value of the MPG is at least v� Zwick �
Paterson ������ Thm ��� Thm ��� proved the following�

Theorem ��� �� Mean Payoff Games is in NP � coNP�
	� Given an MPG ��� and an integer threshold T a decision whether the

value of the game is � T � 	 T � or � T can be made in time�

O�jnS � nT j� � jEj �W �� ���

Jurdzi�nski ������ described a polynomial reduction from Parity Games

toMean Payoff Games� Together with Theorem �� this gives a new deci

sion algorithm for Parity Games� Unfortunately� the weights in reduction
used by Jurdzi�nski ������ were selected too big� up toW 	 jnS�nT jk� which
only gives an O�jnS � nT jk��� decision algorithm� unable to compete with
the best O�k� � jnS � nT j��k��� previously known one�

In the next sections we describe a better and the best translations� using
much smaller weights� thus giving better algorithms for Parity Games�

�Note that this gives a pseudo�polynomial� not polynomial algorithm� since the maxi�

mum weight W may be exponential in the size of a game instance�





� Better Weighting

Clearly� ��� implies that using as small weights as possible in reducing a
PG to an MPG is crucial for the e�ciency of the overall decision algorithm
for Parity Games based on Theorem ���� In this section we describe a
much more economical weight assignment than in Jurdzi�nski ������� who
used weights up to W 	 jnS � nT jk�
De�nition ��� �Better Translation to MPGs� For a PG ��� consider
the corresponding MPG ��� with the same S� T � E� s�� and the weight func�
tion w de�ned as follows�


 each state in F� is assigned weight ��


 each state in F� is assigned weight ���


 each state s � Fi �� 	 i 	 k� is assigned the weight

w�s� 	 ����i �
i��Y
i��

mi� where mi 	 jFij� �� ��

Remark ��� The advantage of such weighting is obvious from the following
example� if each jFij 	 �� then the maximal weight assigned will be W 	
�k��� compared withW 	 jnS�nT jk used by Jurdzi�nski ������� We describe
even better weightings in the next sections�

De�nition ��� provides a correct reduction fromParity Games toMean

Payoff Games� as shows the following

Proposition ��� Player � wins a PG ��� if and only if the value of the
corresponding MPG �as in De�nition 
��� is non�negative�

Proof� �� Suppose Player � wins a PG ���� Then� by memoryless determi

nacy of PGs�� she has a stationary strategy � such that for every stationary
strategy � of Player � one has the following�

maxfi j s � Fi lies on the loop formed by �xed strategies �� �g is even�
���

�Which greatly simpli�es matters since allows one to restrict attention exclusively to

positional strategies for both players�
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We claim that the same strategy � guarantees a non
negative gain for
Player � in the corresponding MPG� Indeed� by De�nition ���� the property
��� implies that for every stationary strategy � of Player � the sum of weights
along the loop formed by �xing �� � is either zero �when all states on the
loop are in F��� or not less than

j�iY
j��

mi �
�

�j���iX
j��

�
n�j�� �

l��j��Y
l��

ml

��
� ���

which is the worst case� when the loop contains just one state from an even

indexed Fi� and all the states from odd
indexed Fj with j � i�

It is easy to observe that ��� is always positive� by explicitly manipulating
the sums and products and remembering thatmi 	 ni��� Better consider the
di�erence of the following two numbers written in the mixed base notation�
where the i
th digit �counted from the right� belongs to ����ni��

� � � � ��� � � � � �
� ni�� � ni�� ��� n� � n� � n�

This di�erence equals ��� and is obviously positive� Therefore� � guarantees
Player � a nonnegative gain� which equals the minimum �over all stationary
strategies �� of the mean weights of the loops formed by �� � �

�� Suppose the MPG has a non
negative value� Then Player � has a
stationary strategy � guaranteeing her a non
negative payo�� This means
that for any stationary strategy � of Player �� the mean weight of the loop
formed by �� � is non
negative� It follows� by De�nition ���� that in the
corresponding PG on every loop formed by �� � the maximal color is even�
Hence � is winning for Player � in the PG� �

� Best or Optimal Weighting

Weights used in the reduction of PGs to MPGs from De�nition ��� are better�
but still unnecessarily big� In particular� the improvement we obtain gives
only an O��n� algorithm in the one�state�per�color case k 	 n� which is no
improvement over the brute
force straightforward algorithm enumerating all
�n possible strategies of Player ��

However� we can do better with smaller weights W � thus improving the
algorithm for PGs� see ��� in Theorem ����
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De�nition ��� �Optimal Weights in Reduction of PGs to MPGs�
For a PG ��� consider the corresponding MPG ��� with the same S� T � E�
s�� and the weight function w de�ned as follows�

�� each state in F� is assigned weight w� 	 ��

	� each state in F�i�� �� 	 �i� � 	 k� is assigned the weight

w�i�� 	 ���
�j��i��X

j��

n�j � w�j��� ���

�Thus each odd�colored state is just � heavier than the sum of the
weights of all the preceding even�colored states� with the opposite sign��


� each state in F�i �� 	 �i 	 k� is assigned the weight

w�i 	 �
�j����iX

j��

n�j�� � w�j��� ���

�Thus each even�colored state is just as heavy as the sum of the weights
of all the preceding odd�colored states� with the opposite sign��

Proposition ��� Player � wins a PG ��� if and only if the value of the
corresponding MPG �as in De�nition ���� is non�negative�

Proof� By a straightforward modi�cation of the proof of Proposition ���
Note that the essential property used was the following�


 the maximal color on the loop formed by �� � is even if and only if


 the sum of the weights along the loop is non
negative�

which is guaranteed by weight assignment ���� ��� in De�nition ��� �
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��� Optimal Weighting and Fibonacci Numbers

Parity games �together with optimal weighting in translation to MPGs� pro

vide an alternative �to rabbits populations� motivation for Fibonacci num

bers� Recall that the weighting �� from De�nition ��� gives the weights ��
and �����i�� for i � � in the case jFij 	 �� The weighting ���� ��� from
De�nition �� in this case gives weights �� 
�� �� 
�� �� 
�� �� 
��� ��� 
��
��� ���� which coincide �except for the sign alternation� with the well
known
Fibonacci sequence� This is easy to understand� since we have the following
easy Proposition �which for ni 	 � de�nes the Fibonacci sequence��

Proposition ��� The optimal weights from De�nition ��� satisfy the system
of equations�

w� 	 �� ���

w� 	 ��� ����

wi�� 	 �ni�� � wi�� � wi� �for i � ��� ����

where
Pk

i�� ni 	 n 	 nS�

Proof� By inspection� �

Consequently� the optimal weights from De�nition �� are indeed better�
since for jFij 	 � we have �recall that Fibonacci numbers grow approximately
as O��������i��

wi 	 �����������i�� 	 ����i � �����	����
i�����

slower than O��i� weights �� from De�nition ����

��� Comparison with the Previously Best Algorithm

Let us compare the resulting decision algorithm for PGs based on reduction
to MPGs with optimal weighting� with the previously best algorithm� which
takes exponential time and space O�k� � n � �pn�k�� which is also the lower
bound for this algorithm� see �Browne et al� ����� Sec� ��� ��
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Theorem ��� The decision algorithm based on the optimal reduction of PGs
to MPGs from De�nition ��� runs in time

O

�
�jS � T j� � jEj � �p

p� � 
�
�
p�
p
p� � 

�

�k
�
A � ����

where p 	 jSj�k is the ratio between the number of states and the number
of sets �minus �� in the winning condition of a PG ���� T is the number
of transitions� and E is the set of edges in a PG ���� Space used by the
algorithm is O�jGj � k�� where jGj is the size of the game graph�

Proof� The absolute values vi of weights wi from De�nition �� satisfy the
following system of equations �cf�� Proposition ����

v� 	 �� ����

v� 	 �� ���

vi�� 	 ni�� � vi�� � vi� �for i � ��� ����

where
Pk

i�� ni 	 n 	 nS�
The values vi form a non
decreasing sequence� where vk gets its maximum

value when n� 	 � and n� 	 n� 	 � � � 	 nk�� 	 nk 	 n�k 	 p� Solving
the linear second
order homogeneous recurrence equation ���� with such ni�s�
and using the initial conditions ���� ���� we obtain �see� e�g�� �Sedgewick �
Flajolet �������

vi 	
�p
p� � 

�
�
��p�pp� � 

�

�i

�

�
p�
p
p� � 

�

�i
�
A � ����

Since jp�
p

p���

�
j � �� the value of the largest weightW 	 vk used in reduction

of a PG to an MPG from De�nition �� equals �approximately O��n�k�k����

�p
p� � 

�
�
p�
p
p� � 

�

�k

�

rounded to the nearest integer� This� together with ���� implies ����� �
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Ratio p 	 n�k Best Previous Better Ours Optimal Ours

� �i�e�� k 	 n� n� � �pn�k n� � �k n� � ���������k

� �i�e�� k 	 n��� n� � �pn�k n� � �k n� � �������k

� �i�e�� k 	 n��� n� � �pn�k n� � k n� � ���������k

 �i�e�� k 	 n�� n� � �pn�k n� � �k n� � ��������k

�� �i�e�� k 	 n���� n� � �pn�k n� � ��k n� � ����������k

n
�
�
�� �i�e�� k 	 n

�
�
��� n���� � �pn�k n� � �n �

�
���k n� � �n �

�
���k

for � 	 � � �
�

p
n n� � �pn�k n� � �pn�k n� � �pn�k

Table �� Comparison results

Corollary ��	 The algorithm based on the optimal reduction of PGs to
MPGs is asymptotically better than the O�k� � n � �pn�k� algorithm from

�Browne et al� ����� for k 	 ��n
�
�
���� where � � � 	 �

�
� �

Table � �which ignores constant factors and should be understand in the
Big
Oh sense� compares the upper complexity bounds for previously best
and our algorithm for di�erent ratios p 	 n�k�

� Even Better Weighting

The weights ���� ��� used in the optimal reduction guarantee the faithfulness
of the reduction in the worst possible case realized by the game graph which
is a single loop containing all states �and is trivial to decide��

Obviously� we can use smaller weights for all other graphs� Let us describe
an optimal �non
uniform� weighting for every particular graph� tailored to its
structure�

Given a game graph� instead of ���� we look what would be the heavi

est possible loop in this graph composed of odd weights w�� w�� � � � w�i��
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�assuming that Player � cooperates with Player � to combine such a loop��
To do this� we replace all weights� except odd ones enumerated above� with
zeros� and apply Karp�s strongly polynomial algorithm to �nd heaviest cycles
to determine the least possible w�i� We proceed similarly for odd weights ����

To see the advantage� assume that in an �average� graph only one half
of each of the preceding colors occurs on the worst possible loops� Solving
���� as in the proof of Theorem �� but with ni�� � ni���� we �nd in
a similar way that the non
uniform weighting gives approximately weights
up to �n��k�k� smaller compared with �n�k�k for the optimal weights� For
example� for n�k 	 � we get the ����

p
�����k 	 �������k improvement over

��� �
p
�����k 	 ����k�

� A Subexponential Algorithm

All the above algorithms for the problem �as well as all previously known
ones� are still exponential� Does there exist a subexponential algorithm�
This is an important problem� since the positive solution would provide some
evidence in favor of the possibility to �nd a polynomial algorithm �whereas
the negative one would imply P �	 NP�� Note that despite the commonly
believed polynomial time decidability of Parity Games� there is currently
no any theoretical evidence to support this conjecture� which could only be
excused by the problem�s di�culty�

In this paper we �ll this gap by showing for the �rst time the existence
of a randomized subexponential algorithm�

Theorem 
�� There exists a randomized algorithm for Parity Games�
which works in time subexponential in the number of vertices n of the game
graph and the number of colors �alternations� k� when k 	 ��n
������� and
� � � 	 �� More precisely� the running time of the algorithm is

�O

p

minfk��������n�g�� ����

where n� 	 nT is the number of vertices for Player 	�
In particular� when k 	 ��n�� the algorithm�s running time is

�O

p

minfk�n�g��
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Proof� Zwick � Paterson ������ described a polynomial �even linear� time
translation of MPGs to the so
called DPGs �Discounted Payo� Games�� The
translation does not change the game graph and the weights� only the value
of the DPG is de�ned di�erently�

Also� Condon ������ and Zwick � Paterson ������ described a polynomial
time translation of DPGs to the so
called SSGs �Simple Stochastic Games��
SSGs have additional to �Player�s � and �� type of vertices� the average
vertices� in which God �ips a coin and selects one of the two outgoing edges�
The translation from DPGs to MPGs is rather complicated� and introduces a
new average vertex for every edge of the DPG graph �not linearly bounded in
the number of vertices n� since the graph may have O�n�� edges�� However�
the numbers n� 	 nS and n� 	 nT of Player�s � and � vertices remain the
same� which is crucial for our purpose�

�Ludwig ����� described a randomized subexponential algorithm for solv

ing SSGs running in time

�O

p

minfn��n�g��

When this algorithm is applied to the SSG obtained by the polynomial
translation from a given instance of a PG consecutively to the MPG� DPG�
SSG� as described above �which does not change the numbers n� and n���
then the running time of the overall algorithm is described by ����� since
n� 	 O�k��
����� when k 	 ��n
�������� �

The drawback of the algorithm sketched above is that it uses a reduction
to a seemingly more complex problem� which needs a decision procedure
for the Linear Programming problem as a subroutine� In a forthcom

ing paper we will describe a direct subexponential algorithm for Parity
Games� which does not rely on a long indirect reduction chain to mean
payo�� then discounted� then simple stochastic� then normal terminating
stochastic games�
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